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On behalf of Scottish Student Sport (SSS) it is a pleasure to present 
our ambitious strategy for the future of the organisation (2014-18).
The strategy, subtitled ‘National Vision, Regional Focus, Local Impact’ 
sets out a positive agenda for progress.

This bold plan is designed to help our Colleges, Universities and their 
communities achieve a clear and integrated vision for the future of 
physical activity and student sport.

SSS’ future direction is built upon a period of significant change over 
the last three to five years. During that time the landscape of tertiary 
education – and that of student sport – has developed apace.

As we look forward to 2018 it is with genuine purpose and a sense of 
excitement at what will be achieved. Student sport has never been 
better placed to make a positive impact.

With the right structures, resources and values in place we can help to 
unlock the huge potential of tertiary education across physical activity 
and sport.

We look forward to working in partnership with you towards this aim.

Brian Ewing                       Stew Fowlie
Chair                                  C.O.O

Foreword
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Scottish Student Sport Vision for 2018

This vision places SSS at the centre of developments in the sector through operating 
with an outward focus and concentrating on adding value to the work of its members. 

The sense of ambition is underlined by stating our intention to be world class in our 
provision. The vision is born of clear member priorities and its synergy with the 
national agency’s plan is seen as critical.

The vision will become reality by ensuring that the work of the organisation and its 
members is characterised by three fundamental aspects:

Robust: SSS and its members will focus on quality assured development, driving 
                      forward stronger structures across student sport

Integrated:  SSS and its members will maximise the potential of student 
                      sport, embedding the most effective internal and external partnerships

Valued:         SSS will convey the benefits and impact of physical activity and sport to 
                     members and partners, allowing our work to be well understood,          
                     well supported and well resourced

          At the heart of a world class             
       system for physical activity and
     student sport 

 
 

 
 OUTCOME: A network which is sustainable and fit for purpose

 
 OUTCOME: A network which is joined-up, providing maximum opportunity to take part

OUTCOME: A network which can demonstrate its impact to internal and external partners
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SSS’ work will be focussed around three key priorities and delivered across seven integrated 
areas of the business. 

Our organisational structure and operational planning will be designed around this same model, 
helping SSS to deliver an integrated, focused work plan. 

SSS staff and volunteers will understand clearly how different areas of our business are linked, 
thus ensuring we achieve the desired outcomes for our members and partners.

All of our activities will be held firmly in place by a commitment to strong organisation,            
characterised by modern business systems and lean, dynamic governance.

At all times SSS will conduct its work with an emphasis on the values which make student sport 
great; endeavour, ambition, inclusion, innovation, and flexibility.

Scottish Student Sport Delivery Model
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       system for physical activity and
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Strong Organisation

SSS’ pursuit of its vision will be built upon the solid foundations of robust 
governance, progressive use of information technology and an absolute 
commitment to its staff.

With due emphasis on lean, modern structures and a sound policy     
framework, SSS will ensure that resources are well managed and will thus 
deliver ambitious growth in a sustainable way.

The organisation will itself embody what its members want student sport to 
be, working at all times to the key principles, priorities and values that 
define our strategic vision.Work areas

Governance
• Adhere to best practice across financial management, risk, equality, and representation 
• Ensure reporting and monitoring meet requirements of members and funding bodies

Business Systems
• Embed online entry systems and professionalise data handling
• Implement effective & appropriate systems for finance, events & communications

Staffing
• Continually develop SSS staff to maintain a high-quality, skilled workforce
• Achieve investors in people accreditation
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          At the heart of a world class             
       system for physical activity and
     student sport 
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Key Priority – Member Services

SSS will provide tertiary education institutions with clear leadership, quality 
assured support and bespoke resources, aimed at adding value and 
strengthening local, regional and national delivery. 

SSS will use the expertise of members and partners to inform development 
and drive progress, whilst maintaining excellent value for money. 

SSS will give greater emphasis to the value of volunteering and to         
promoting workforce pathways and opportunities.

Work areas

Knowledge Transfer
• Define ‘SSS approved’ criteria for relevant national project areas
• Develop and share best practice across sector through workshops and publications
• Facilitate major networking and CPD events 

Volunteer Support
• Ensure SSS’ volunteer support is industry leading
• Roll out pioneering ‘Play Sport Promoter’ programme across Scotland

Development
• Achieve full membership across Tertiary Education institutions
• Inform improved institutional and regional infrastructure
• Work with partners to create a sustainable student sport workforce
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Key Priority – Competitions

At the very heart of the business, SSS will provide Scotland’s student 
population with high-quality competitive sports opportunities that are     
commensurate with their ability and represent excellent value for money.
  
This sports offer will reach greater and greater numbers and will provide an 
arena in which sporting and educational aims are achieved in tandem.

The energies and expertise of members and partners will be harnessed to 
support a vibrant multi-sport programme, serving students from Colleges 
and Universities at both a Regional and National level.

Work areas

Development
• Work collaboratively to extend recreational sport and physical activity opportunities

Regional Activity
• Develop strong structures across a minimum of 4 regions
• Engage more students through SSS ‘Play Sport’ programmes
• Provide tailored competition opportunities to individuals and teams 

National Activity
• Professionalise competitions through strong member & partner engagement
• Deliver impactful national events as showcase for student sport
• Deliver quality representative sport programmes in selected sports

Partnerships
• Establish clear criteria for partnerships and formalise SGB agreements
• Embed student sport categories in external award schemes
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Key Priority – Advocacy

SSS will represent the interests of student sport by engaging partners, 
managing strategic relationships and providing clear and relevant            
information.

The organisation will be recognised and trusted as a key partner within 
both sport and education, bringing collective expertise to bear to ensure 
that the work of the members is truly valued.

SSS will influence members and partners alike to extend their              
commitments, in order that the full potential of the student sector may be 
achieved.Work areas

Partnerships
• Establish clear formal agreements with key agencies 
• Extend SSS' commercial activity to generate more external income

Influencing
• Maintain key relationships with internal and external partners
• Gather and disseminate data about the impact of the sector 
• Create integrated plan to cover internal and external communications

Knowledge Transfer
• Interact with academic departments and establish collaboration priorities
• Support ongoing sector-wide research initiatives
• Continue to champion the benefits of physical activity and sport
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Recognised as 5 star destination within 'Volunteering Champion Award' scheme

Achieve Preliminary level on Equality framework

Achieve 'Investors in People' award

Achieve top level fit for purpose approval through external audit

Organisational reserves to be maintained at > 40% core costs

Fit for purpose sports unions in 20+ institutions

Member subscriptions remaining below 75% of core costs

Sector wide best practice recognised and promoted across 10 areas of provision

Strong Organisation

Member Services

Formal partnership agreements in place with 15 SGBs

SSS awards embedded within 4 relevant national schemes

Further evidence of impact and benefits of pa and sport to be generated and published

Create integrated plan to cover internal and external communications

Formal partnerships in place with key agencies 

Advocacy

FOLLOW ScotStuSport

Achieve full membership across Tertiary Education institutions

Increase number of student sports clubs to 600

Work with partners to create a sustainable student sport workforce

SSS competition entries to have increased by 50%

45% to 55% of participants in SSS events to be female

Develop strong structures across a minimum of 4 regions

High quality representative sport opportunities across 12 sports

Member Services

Competitions

 
 OUTCOME: A network which is sustainable and fit for purpose

 
 OUTCOME: A network which is joined-up, providing maximum opportunity to take part

 
 OUTCOME: A network which can demonstrate its impact to internal and external partners
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          At the heart of a world class             
       system for physical activity and
     student sport 

Organisational Structures

Staff Structure

Governance Structure
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          At the heart of a world class             
       system for physical activity and
     student sport 

INCOME

   Income Generated 41%

   Grants 36%

   Memberships 23%

EXPENDITURE

   Staffing 55%

   Sports Programme 28%

   Marketing & Comms 5%

   Network Events 4%

   Volunteer Support 2%

   Other 6%

Finance Overview
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